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I. BACKGROUND SITUATION
• Workforce shortages in Poland
• Cultural and geographical
proximity
• The recent wave of migration from
Ukraine has often had a transitional,
circular or seasonal character
• The current Polish migration policy is
focused mainly on short-term
needs, and there is no long-term
vision of the role and significance
that Ukrainians might play in the
Polish economy
• No changes in this respect are to
be expected in near future.

II. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Migrant workers
- 18 in-depth interviews with Ukrainians from postal
sorting services (10 interviews) and warehousing
(clothing or grocery; 8 interviews) in Central and
Eastern Poland (2017-2018) – the interviews were
carried out in the Ukrainian language with the
assistance of interpreters – low skilled jobs
- 9 in-depth interviews with Ukrainians from outsourcing
financial company in a provincial city in the east of
Poland (2018) – the interviews were carried out in
Polish – high skilled jobs

II. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Trade unionists
- 7 in-depth interviews with trade union activists
- from Polish trade unions considered representative at the
national level (Solidarity, OPZZ, FZZ)
- from a union which is not affiliated with any major national
trade union centre (as in 2019)
- from a union for freelancers in one particular occupation

III. POLISH TRADE UNIONS ATTITUDE TO
MIGRANT WORKERS
• Temporariness
• From the point of view of the trade unions, it’s a really difficult issue. First
of all, because the unions in Poland aren’t active enough when it comes
to recruitment. Why? Because everyone is convinced that it’s a
temporary situation

• Lack of migrant policy
• We want to know what Poland as a country wants when it comes to
labour migration. Are we opening up or closing?

• Do „we really need it”?
• I’m against special regulations for migrant workers. We want to get to a
point when all workers are covered by the same standards

IV. MIGRANT WORKERS ATTITUDE TO
TRADE UNIONS
Migrants in low skilled jobs
• None of the respondents stated that they had heard
about the work of trade unions in regard to workers’
rights or showed any willingness to join or organize them
• On the other hand, they could have been depicting a
temporary attitude taken relative to their current
situation.
• Employee rights seemed to not interest them, or—at
least when being asked directly—they claimed that it is
something insignificant. Of more importance was
whether they got paid on time

IV. MIGRANT WORKERS ATTITUDE TO
TRADE UNIONS
Migrants in high skilled jobs
• The majority of respondents did not know whether there
were trade unions in the company at all.
• Those who „have heard” something about TU were not
interested in joining or getting help from them
• The knowledge on their rights came from HR office.
They are convinced that nothing bad could happen
(from employer), so no help or suport is needed.
• They also (similar to migrants in low skill jobs) blindly
believed in their employers’ basic honesty.

V. CONCLUSIONS
• What is unique in the Polish context is the ‘mutual
invisibility’ of migrants and trade unions
• It seems that the main barrier to unionisation of migrants
in Poland lies in the temporary nature of their work – they
are in Poland „only for a while” – so their only concern is
to work harder, longer and get more money – so they
could go back do Ukraine fast. There is no space for
trade unions here.
• Foreign nationals working in Poland, in turn, are a very
inconvenient topic for trade unions: despite the
increasing number of such workers on the labour market,
they have not yet developed any reasonable strategy
to support them
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